Optimus solid

Note: Ratings are only available to our premium members. This ball is finished with a sanded
grit cover, making it a useful option on medium heavy to heavy oil patterns. Stroker and
Tweener liked this ball just a little more on our medium test pattern than they did on our heavy.
The extra friction at the end of the pattern allowed these testers to see more recovery, making
them more comfortable on this condition. If they got fast with their ball speed or missed
Continue Reading Read Full Review Free. Already a premium member? Click here to log in.
Click here to visit Storm's website to read the manufacturer-supplied information on this ball.
Also, see below for the manufacturer-produced promotional video for this ball. Links to these
manufacturer resources are provided here strictly for convenience purposes. Our team of three
testers has thrown and reviewed hundreds of bowling balls for Bowling This Month. Click here
to learn more about how we test and review bowling balls. X Medium : X. X Sport : X. Diff : 0. If
they got fast with their ball speed or missed. Continue Reading Read Full Review Free Already a
premium member? Storm Crux Storm Optimus Solid vs. Storm Lock Storm Optimus Solid vs.
Storm Optimus Storm Optimus Solid vs. Storm Phaze Storm Optimus Solid vs. Additional Storm
Optimus Solid Resources Click here to visit Storm's website to read the manufacturer-supplied
information on this ball. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing
Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item
you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information hpohenpoo Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. San Dimas, California, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Bowling Thumb Sock 2 pack Never use bowling tape again! Money saver! Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New:
A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is
handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted
box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in
a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Optimus Solid specs:. Shipping and
handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens
in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Optimus Solid specs: Weight- 15lbs 3oz Top
weight- 3. Shipping to the lower 48 states double boxed. Change country: -Select- United States
There are 1 items available. The Storm Optimus Bowling Ball features new technology with
innovative core designs and powerful coverstock chemistry. Bowlers everywhere are loving this
design and choosing the Optimus for a clean skid-flip reaction. Just be sure to flash your big
smile at that lane man every time you strike. Medium â€” Heavy Oil. High Performance. Only

logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review. There are no
questions yet. Be the first to ask a question about this product. Hammer Statement Hybrid
Bowling Ball. Track In2ition Bowling Ball. Columbia Baller Bowling Ball. Hammer Ruthless
Bowling Ball. Hammer Black Widow 2. Motiv Fatal Venom Bowling Ball. Storm All Road Bowling
Ball. Abralon Finishing Pads Combo 7 Pack. Hammer Bowling Ball Cup â€” Orange. Storm
Axiom Bowling Ball. Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Storm Optimus Solid Bowling
Ball. Additional information. Reviews 0. Everyday Free Shipping. Items will take business days
to arrive depending on your location. Questions and Answers of Our Customers There are no
questions yet. You may also likeâ€¦. Shop Now, Pay Later, Interest free with afterpay. Enjoy Free
Shipping on every order, No minimums! Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss
your activation email? Home Help Search Login Register. Pages: [ 1 ] 2. Author Topic: optimus
solid?? Read times. Member Posts: Before I buy one. Is this ball good or not so good. People
who have them what do you think. It just seems like this ball has been on special since the day
it was released like they just trying to push them out the door or something. The Optimus Solid
came out in June after most league seasons were done and by then the info on the new Roto
balls was out by then so a lot of guys just waited until August to buy them instead. Love mine.
True oil ball, IMO, but works well with surface changes. I just use Reacta Skuff on mine to get it
down the lane a little further and increase the back end a little. Terrific ball, if you get a good
deal on one and need a strong ball, then go for it. For that price, yeah, great ball at an awesome
price. I have one and am looking into getting another for the price. I also agree with the issue of
when the ball came out. June If the ball was released in February or October, I think sales would
have been greatly different. I'm confused. Some people say this ball replaced the Marvel S. I
have both, drilled the same pin over fingers, cg in palm and I try to keep the Optimus at abralon
and the Nano at abralon. The difference I see is the Optimus has a stronger motor, so once the
ball gets started, it is stronger than the Nano. However, the Nano is essentially or is a particle
cover, and the cover is stronger than the Optimus Solid cover In relative terms, I still see the
Optimus solid as more ball than the IQ Nano and I see enough difference on tougher conditions
to have both in my bags. I have been looking for a Marvel S to go above my Optimus Solid. DP3
Hero Member Posts: This is the first ball I've thrown in years where I can't think of a condition I
would throw it on. It's on a 2nd drill pin up 5" with polish and if a house shot is on the drier side
of medium it's a good option. But this ball has such a lazy arc to it, I wouldn't expect it to be a
boom from left to right and back reaction for anyone. I'm thinking about getting one because it
is so lazy off the spot. I just didn't see it as a replacement for the Marvel S. Definitely not a
Marvel S replacement by any means. Optimus fits nicely under the Marvel S though. The one
that sticks out the most is the Track Inertia. If I didn't ring a 10 it was because I left a 4 pin. Make
the move in and ring the 10, move out to get the 10 out and ping a 4. Close 2nd is the La Nina.
Same deal as the Inertia. Move in and I rang 10s all day and move out and I couldn't stop
pinging 4s. The one thing I have noticed in my area was several people who had issues like you
sanded the Optimus Solid down and then hit it with some polish. The grittier surface helped it
get into a roll and the polish did enough to make the ball not be too early to puke. LuckyLefty
Hero Member Posts: The Optimus Solid looks strong and rounded and flush in my area?
Regards, Luckylefty. It takes Courage to have Faith, and Faith to have Courage. James M.
McCurley, New Orleans, Louisiana. For what it's worth, I've been having pretty good success
with a Storm Special Agent so I contacted Storm and asked, of their current line-up, which ball
is closest to the Special Agent. The reply I got was the Optimus Solid. I don't know what you are
looking for Lucky, but the Optimus is a good heavier oil ball but once the heads start to go,
unless you loft it over the spot or can McCune it, its time for the ball to go back in the bag. Ball
carries well and is not a hockey stick type Storm ball reaction that most are use to. I think that in
addition to when the ball was released June 30 might be why the Optimus Solid is being blown
out at so many places already. Just an opinion. I couldn't resist the clearance price; mine just
came in yesterday Will be getting it punched this week. Glad to hear it "might" be a Special
Agent, one of my all time favorites. That may also decide the debate of how I drill it Oh,,,,not
really looking myself. Just posted an observation of how it looks on our harsh wet dry house
shot. My Optimus Solid is still going strong. Other than too dry at one house, I have been able
to use it everywhere else. If the pattern is heavier or longer I use the Nano, if I have some
bounce or drier heads, Zero Gravity it is. SMF 2. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did
you miss your activation email? Home Help Search Login Register. Pages: [ 1 ] 2. Ball NPS
Score: I drilled it 4 x 4 x 2 for the general strong house shot. Our house tends to have more oil
than other houses in the area. This was very important on this pattern. I was able to play around
the third arrow and move in as it broke down. The ball kept moving like it was designed to and
was everything I hoped it would be. On the house shot in practice, I am only able to use it for
one or two games before it overwhelms the oil pattern. What is not to like? Silver Coach, Ball

Driller. StoRoto Full Member Posts: The Tri Sphere core should sound familiar because it was
used in the Original Optimus. The unique yet heavy rolling ball motion of the Optimus Solid will
give the bowlers another choice in the Master Line. I drilled my Optimus Solid pin in the grip
with cg down and kicked out with a larger weight hole. I am not going to give the coordinates for
dual angle on this ball. I like to go straighter if possible. I threw the Optimus Solid on numerous
medium and longer patterns and also the good old house pattern. What I noticed with Optimus
Solid is its heavy roll which is very similar to the Marvel or Marvel S but it seemed to retain more
energy for the backend. Both balls rolled well but the biggest difference was how much stronger
the Optimus Solid was compared to the IQ Tour Nano. It was a good 5 boards left with my feet
and was continuous on the backend and through the pins. This motion reminds me of the
Marvel S. The next pattern was the good old House Shot. I used the Optimus Solid and the
Optimus. The Optimus Solid was golden at the beginning because it was strong enough to
handle the Great Wall of China and retained enough energy to bounce off the bumper guards.
As the session continued the angles were too drastic for me because of how strong the
Optimus Solid was. I went to the Optimus and moved right a little or a lot and was back striking.
The Optimus Solid and the Optimus was a good one two punch. If you liked the motion of the
Optimus but just need some earlier hook on the tighter patterns than the Optimus Solid is your
ball. RG Diff. Weight Block 16 2. A much better cover for me than the original Optimus with this
core. I hope you like what you read and check my video out for this ball on my facebook page:
Roto Grip Rick. TonyMarino Jr. Member Posts: Optimus Solid review by Storm staffer Tony
Marino Science and engineering has brought us some of the most powerful yet forgiving core
designs of the modern era. And it has the added benefit of simplicity of drilling layouts. Bowlers
everywhere are loving this design and choosing the Optimus for a clean skid-flip reaction. This
core and shell are a striking combination! I drilled my Optimus Solid with the pin above the ring
finger 4. The first thing I noticed about this ball is the backend it has. The Tri-Sphere core
retains a lot of energy in the mids which translates to powerful motion downlane. I am very
excited to use it on some longer or heavier volume patterns. As is, this ball is a monster on
house shots. If you bowl in a center that puts what seems to be the standard puddle in the
middle this ball has the potential to strike a ton! Truly a unique ball roll that I am happy to have
in my bag. Want to see what I am talking about? Click this link to see my videos on this ball as
well as other Storm and Roto Grip ball releases. First and foremost, my style of play is like Norm
Duke and Walter Ray; I don't throw a crazy hook, more of a straight up and in. He informed me
that it would be a great ball and we went for it. I throw around rpms at We drilled this ball like my
Crux and VG Nano with the pin up but kicked out a bit. This ball does everything it's supposed
to do and then some. When thrown the right way, this ball absolutely destroys the pocket. Pins
stay low but scatter; which results in great action. I haven't had a night of clean games yet this
summer until this ball came in my arsenal. All 3 games were clean and when I bowled in the
tournament this weekend, I came in 4th out of 75 registered and every game was clean. Few 10
pins though, but that's my fault as I have a habit of running through my approach. As the lanes
transition from heavy to mid, I just move a board or 2, slow down a hair and still keep going or if
need be, then I'll switch to the Crux but I don't plan on having to do that too much. If you love
Storm bowling balls, or even looking for a great first ball when there's puddles on the lanes, this
ball is a sure fit. Dislikes: A few people that I've talked to about the ball said they don't like dull
balls, me on the other hand I have no complaints. If you want a shiner, get the pearl, but this ball
out shines the rest through it's performance. I loved my original Optimus, but I needed
something with a little more teeth for oil. The Optimus Solid is that bowling ball. Same Optimus
roll, but with a solid sanded cover for more traction. Storm has been missing a low RG, high Diff
non-Nano solid. This ball is early, smooth and keeps going on the back. Member Posts: 9. My
first thoughts of the Optimus Solid It has an RG of 2. Historically, on the fresh oil on long
patterns I have had a tendency to grind. I consider myself a tweener but have had issues to get
a ball to go through the pins the way I'd like on longer oil patterns The Optimus Solid gave me a
heavy, early hook that is able to cut through that oil and kick the pin out. The nice part is that in
my experience I've been able to stick with this ball even when the lanes break down and it
doesn't burn up. It continues to drive through the pins. I think this is a ball that a lot of lower rev
players and even high rev will like on fresh because of the motion this ball has. If you bowl on a
lot of oil, you should get this ball. It combines the tri-sphere core found in the original Optimus
and the solid version of the R2X coverstock. With this core and coverstock combination, the
first characteristics you will see is a early mid-lane read with a smooth controllable motion off
the breakpoint. I drilled my Optimus Solid with a Pin Up layout with the pin 4. I really liked how
this ball encountered heavy oil. I found this ball best used on medium-oily lane conditions at a
2k hand sanded abralon finish. This ball also worked well when there was lots of head oil. This a
really good benchmark ball for everyone to have in their bag. For drier lane conditions or higher

friction lane surface, you can change the surface to polish. With a low RG 2. But with a touch of
polish, it has the ability to clear the front part of the lane pretty easily. The Optimus Solid will
definitely read the mid-lane and is one of the strongest balls in my bag! I have drilled two so far.
This puts the pin above my middle finger and the CG in the center of my grip. I put just a splash
of polish on the Optimus Solid and this truly helped it get down the lane easier. Even though the
polish helped it get through the front part of the lane, the response time was still on the slower
side, which was nice. I have been able to use this one on flatter patterns where I still need a
cleaner motion with a slower response time. The other Optimus Solid I drilled has a rico layout
on it. I knew the shape was going to be forward regardless of how I drilled it, but I wanted a
shape that was smooth. I polished this Optimus Solid as well. Out of the two I drilled, this one is
my favorite. It provides a smooth motion when the lanes are flat or cliffed. If you are missing a
slower responsive piece in your bag, the Optimus Solid will certainly provide that. Go drill one!!
Bigmike Hero Member Posts: Lay Out: 4. Surface: Box which is abralon. Observations: The
Optimus Solid is a great looking ball. I threw this side by side with the Sinister and IQ Nano. The
continuation in the back end is where this ball separates itself from those two as the Optimus is
very rolly to me and keeps on coming in the back. My IQ Nano is surfaced at which slows it
down in the fronts more. If I need a strong read but with continued motion, I throw the Optimus
Solid. Conclusions: The Optimus Solid fills that gap between the high end strong balls and the
hybrid-solid releases in both lines. I have seen a couple of high end players throw it polished
and it gets the same downlane look with just a little more scoot thru the fronts first. Well I lipped
out this putt on It's very consistent and predictable, and easy to keep in and around the pocket.
Unfortunately, I don't find myself being able to use it very often because for me it doesn't seem
to have a real identity. It's not as early and rolly as the Marvel S, and it's not as long and strong
as the Nano, however that's really the definition of a benchmark ball. It's a great first ball out of
the bag, and if nothing else seems to be working, this is definitely a go-to ball. If you bowl on
heavier conditions and need something that's just going to keep it simple and get to the pocket,
this is a great choice. I found this ball to be much better for me than the original optimus. The
solid is so much more predictable and controllable. It is very smooth and heavy rolling. It reads
the heads very well. On the longer flatter patterns I was able to control the pocket very well with
this ball. It allowed me to play the part of the lane I wanted to and open the lane up a bit. Great
benchmark ball. I hit the surface with and threw it in league and it still was very smooth but now
cleared the front part of the lane much easier, which is what I wanted for league play. Great ball
for all tournament bowlers!!! Optimus solid has the same Tri-Sphere core as the first Optimus
Rg of 2. This cover has proven itself over time, always offering a reliable predictable ball motion
on medium-heavy to heavy oil lane conditions. The match of cover and core allows the ball to
rev up and have a nice consistent arch to the pocket. I drilled the solid Optimus with the idea of
using it on very heavy oil up front with clean backends. The Optimus solid has replaced the
Marvel S as the new solid covered ball in the master line. The Optimus is cleaner through the
front of the lane and has a more even arch on the backend of the lane than the Marvel S. I can
start with the Optimus solid on fresh heavy oil; and as I see carry-down, and the Optimus is too
soft through the backend of the lane, I will switch to either my Marvel S if I still need lots of
traction, or my Crux, if I need more length with backend reaction. The R2X cover on the Optimus
solid can be polished for some additional length, or scuffed to create more traction. I
recommend drilling and using the Optimus solid for heavier conditions, as that is what the ball
is designed for. The Optimus solid might not have that big backend motion as some other balls
Storm offers, but definitely is a ball motion that bowlers should have in their arsenal, especially
when encountering tougher, heavier patterns. The predictable motion will keep you out of
trouble. Also, having the proper angle through the pins is what will allow you to strike more
often on those less than perfect shots, and having too much angle can leave splits, while a
smooth motion, like the Optimus solid offers, can either strike or have a tendency to leave the
bowler a more make-able spare leave. God creates us with a blank canvas, and the "picture" we
paint is up to us. Paint a picture you like and l
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ove! GutterLine Jr. At the box finish , it read at my toes on our house pattern. It flared a lot and
just wanted to go left. Before my next use, I used one application of Storm Step 1 compound
just to add a bit of length. This allowed the ball to get enough length to shape down lane instead
of at the arrows. With the surface change, I tried it again during league and was able to use it for
the series. The ball shape is very even and continuous. If I pulled the ball, it would hold on the
puddle in the middle, but if I missed right, it would bounce right back. I believe it will make me

start much deeper than needed on most medium and longer patterns. I am going to have to put
more games on this ball and get it on some sport patterns to really get an idea of what it can do.
My next step is to add another layer of shine to see how the shape down lane changes. The
Optimus Solid is a very good heavy oil option and, with some surface changes, would be very
good on most medium patterns. SMF 2.

